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Abstract: The extent to which the structural reform of the Peruvian electricity market in the 1990s has
improved the technical efficiency levels of the distribution companies and whether some firm specific
explanatory variables had influenced upon the efficiency was analysed for first time using a second
stage Tobit model to study the influence of some firm specific explanatory variables on efficiency.
Some authors have argued that the use of Tobit regression is inappropriate in the second stage of
DEA and have suggested using other recently developed options. Due to this, it might be worth
revisiting this issue and adding those other alternative models to check whether the conclusions
obtained with the Tobit model could be upheld. The nine alternative models estimated allow us to
confirm that the incentives generated by the reform process led to the firms becoming more efficient.
Moreover, private management and the ratio of low voltage sales to medium voltage sales for each
company positively affect efficiency, whereas investment per customer is negatively correlated to it.

Keywords: two-stage DEA; fractional regression models; bootstrap truncated regression; electricity
distribution; efficiency drivers; reform

1. Introduction

The situation prior to the 1993 reforms in the Peruvian electricity sector were charac-
terised by centralised control of the distribution companies by the Ministry of Energy and
Mines. These distribution companies, which were all state owned, had few investment
prospects for modernizing or expanding new distribution grids and showed either negative
or very low utilities, as well as high levels of technical and commercial losses (Electro Perú
and Electro Lima, the two main state distribution companies, registered losses of US $301
and US $95 million in 1990, respectively [1]).

In 1992, the general opinion in the country was that the state had not properly fulfilled
its role in the process of universal provision of energy, in ensuring energy supplies and in
the reliability of the electrical system. In 1993, with the goal of overcoming these problems
in the electricity sector, the enactment of an Electricity Concessions Law implemented the
following. First, there was a process of vertically separating the industry, in order to divide
the generating, transmission, dispatching and distribution into different economic entities.
Second, was the privatization of the main assets of generation and distribution.

The underlying criterion for the 1993 reforms was the search for an improvement
in the efficiency of the electricity distribution companies, combined with the realisation
that the institutionalism associated with the state management had not provided efficient
contracting of public utilities [2]. Other major problems were the absolute job security
of the employees, the incapacity to have long term loans without political guarantees,
directors being chosen based on wheeler dealing within the national and local govern-
ments, delays in tariff revisions associated with the political agendas of the national and
local governments.
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The regulatory framework in force since 1993 establishes that the regulation of dis-
tribution rates is carried out every four years, with a fixed cost of capital of 12% per year,
in accordance with Peruvian law. The rates are based on the costs of an efficient model
company. The regulator chooses in each regulatory process, an efficient company, then
takes the main parameters of the network chosen as efficient and uses them to build a
bottom-up (ideal) cost model for the rest of the companies that have this main features
(density, etc.). In some rate review processes, the DEA approach has been used to define
which company is efficient.

The evolution of the technical efficiency in the Peruvian electricity distribution compa-
nies, to evaluate whether reforms have enhanced the efficiency of those firms was studied
by [3]. Moreover, other four efficiency explanatory variables were included in the analysis.
In order to do that [3] rely on a dataset for fourteen distribution Peruvian companies during
the period 1996 to 2006 and applied a Two-Stage Data Envelopment Analysis [4]. This
method consists of estimating, in a second stage, a regression explaining the measurements
of efficiency (θi) obtained via DEA in the first stage; this is achieved by means of a set of
predetermined variables.

Some authors [5,6] have echoed the copious number of studies carried out following
a two-stage Data Envelopment Analysis (studies using the two-stage DEA approach in
the electricity distribution are reviewed in Section 3.2. The same methodology has also
been used in other industries recently, such as [7] in banks and [8] in ports, to name but
two). However, the proliferation of such studies has not been accompanied by a theoretical
framework that permits to establish an appropiate estimate of the “true model”; this is due
to the limitations of the strict empirical focus of the applied econometrics employed. In this
sense, in the last fifteen years there has been an important conceptual development in the
second stage methodology associated with measuring the technical efficiency using DEA.
This conceptual development has been in the context of the academic debate between [5,6,9].
This explains the significant increase in the use of bootstrap techniques when carrying
out inference on estimated models, be they linear models or Tobit, and also in the use of
models that question the functional form associated with linear or Tobit models, as is the
case of Fractional regression models (FRM).

In their paper [3] used a Tobit model in the second stage and their results suggests that
there is a relationship between the restructuring of distribution sector and the enhancement
of technical efficiency. Moreover, they found that investment per customer is negatively
correlated with technical efficiency. Afterwards, [10] have argued that the use of Tobit
regression (censored regression) is inappropriate in the second stage of DEA, and have
suggested using other recently developed options which perform better. Consequently, it
is worth revisiting [3] and adding those other alternative models to check whether their
conclusions remain not only on the relationship between efficiency and reforms but also
regarding the other efficiency drivers. This paper does it covering the same firms but a
longer period (1996–2014). Summarizing the aim of the present paper is threefold: first, to
discuss all approaches offered in the two-stage DEA literature; second, to compare and test
the results gotten when applied all of them to our dataset, and third, to compare our results
with those obtained by [3] to check whether their conclusions regarding the efficiency
drivers could also be upheld by using the new models proposed by [10].

The paper is organized as follows. After an introduction, where we briefly summarize
the reforms in Peru’s electricity distribution sector and present the aims of this paper, the
second section briefly describes the data and presents the results obtained in the first stage.
Afterwards, in section three, we undertake a brief and critical review of the literature on
two-stage DEA from a methodological point of view, to identify what are the advantages
and drawbacks of the different models employed. We also include a review of the empirical
literature applying two-stage DEA to the distribution sector. Section four, presents, by firm,
the specific explanatory variables which have been postulated as efficiency drivers in the
second stage analysis, and the empirical results obtained from nine alternative models.
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Finally, section five presents the most relevant conclusions, possible policy implications,
limitations and directions for future research.

2. First Stage Estimation: DEA Models, Data and Results

In regulated industries that use some form of cost comparison between companies,
such as the electricity sector, the use of methodologies to measure the variation of efficiency
and/or total factor productivity is frequent [11]. DEA has proven to be one of the most
frequently chosen methods due to its acknowledged advantages, among them that do not
impose restrictions on the production function or the cost function and thus results can be
obtained with relatively small data sets ([12,13]).

As pointed out by [2,11], among others, the relationship between reforms in the
electricity industry and efficiency is clear (some examples of recent studies related to the
distribution of electricity and its regulatory processes could be found in Section 3.2). When
it comes to measure the efficiency of electricity distribution companies the input-oriented
DEA models are the chosen option ([11,14–17]) because the regulated company does not
have control over the demand but over the inputs used for its production process. In other
words, the demand for electric distribution services is a derived demand that is beyond the
control of the firm and has to be met [11]. In order to make the comparison sensible we use
the same input oriented DEA model than [3]:

min
{θ,λi}

zh = θ

s.t.
Yλ ≥ yh

θxh ≥ Xλ

λ ≥ 0

where λ is a vector describing the proportion of other firms used for constructing the
efficient firm. X and Y are the efficient firm’ input and output vectors, and xh and yh are
the inputs and outputs of the firm under evaluation. The efficiency of the evaluated firm is
represented by θ. The constant returns to scale model (CRS) can be modified to assume
variable returns to scale (VRS) by incorporating the convexity restriction; this is N1′ λ = 1,
where N1 is one of a number of vectors.

Before conducting efficiency analyses, a variable selection process must be conducted
with the appropriate care. To do so, several criteria are to be considered. Again, and in order
to do the comparison sensible, we use a database which contains the same inputs and outputs
variables than [3] but covers a longer time period (1996–2014). For the sake of brevity we only
do a brief description of those variables and the criteria followed to select them.

The choice of variables was based on the availability of data, and on a review of the
extant literature which showed that most papers follow [18] and consider four outputs:
sales in MWh and number of customers, both variables for medium and Low voltage.
Due to data restrictions, and following [15,19,20], two outputs were considered: sales in
MWh and the numbers of customers. Regarding inputs, a distribution company requires
work and a network infrastructure. Labour is related to the number of employees and the
network infrastructure was measured through the net fixed assets due to other physical
measures, such as the extension of the existing electricity grid, were not available for
all years included in the dataset. Finally, the only undesirable factor incorporated in
are the power losses in MWh because other variables, such as statistical information on
interruptions and quality of the distribution networks has been available only since 2004.
Table 1 shows the statistics for the variables selected which follow the general consensus
found in the current literature (see [11] for a survey of the use of frontier studies in
regulation of electricity distribution and Section 3.2).
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Table 1. Statistics of the Variables Used in the Model: 1996–2014.

Variable Sales (MWh) Customers
(Number)

Workers
(Number)

Net Fixed Assets (Thousands
of Soles in 1994) Losses (MWh)

Mean 971,650 302,945 264 434,214 96,808
Minimum 33,327 19,743 19 22,784 4675
Maximum 7,185,542 1,293,552 787 2,088,524 536,922

Standard deviat. 1,553,483 280,244 188 460,151 121,545

Net Fixed Assets = Real Estate, Machinery and Equipment. Source: Energy Investment Supervisory Body of Peru, OSINERGMIN. Own:
elaborated from statistical yearbooks.

Table 2 presents technical efficiency generated by DEA for two years, 1996 and 2014.
The DEA results consider both CRS and VRS assumptions and show that there have been
improvements in the period analysed and mainly in the case of the reformed firms which
are those that at some point in the analysis period were managed by a private company.

Table 2. Efficiency of the Electricity Distribution Firms: 1996–2014.

Company ET CRS ET VRS ES

1996 2014 1996 2014 1996 2014

Edecañete 1.000 0.651 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.651
Edelnor 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Electro Oriente 0.632 1.000 0.638 1.000 0.991 1.000
Electro Puno 1.000 0.799 1.000 0.847 1.000 0.943

Electro Sur Este 1.000 0.915 1.000 0.916 1.000 0.998
Electro Sur Medio 0.697 1.000 0.711 1.000 0.980 1.000

Electro Ucayali 0.838 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.838 1.000
Electro Centro 0.864 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.864 1.000

Electro Noroeste 0.780 0.963 0.784 1.000 0.995 0.963
Electro Norte 0.961 0.945 0.975 0.947 0.986 0.998

Electro Sur 0.948 1.000 0.997 1.000 0.950 1.000
Hidrandina 0.572 0.868 0.623 0.993 0.918 0.874
Luz del Sur 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Seal 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Average 0.878 0.939 0.909 0.979 0.966 0.959

Note: ET CRS: Technical efficiency under constant returns to scale. ET VRS: Technical efficiency under variable
returns to scale. ES: Scale efficiency. DEA values were estimated using the STATA “teradial” command.

Moreover, the evolution of the technical efficiency under VRS for each year by firm are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the firms that have been public throughout the
period and Figure 2 shows those that at some point in the analysis period were managed
by a private company (called “reformed”, as explained deeply in see Section 4. It should
be noted that all firms which have been private during the whole period were always in
the frontier (Edelnor, Luz del Sur and Edecañete) with the exception of Electro Sur Medio.

The latter results confirm the ones obtained by [3], which leads to the conclusion that,
the 1993 reforms seem to have had a positive effect on the distribution sector’s efficiency.
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3. Two-Stage Data Envelopment Analysis
3.1. Brief and Critical Review of the Two-Stage DEA Literature

This section reviews the widespread two-stage DEA literature, where DEA efficiency
estimates are regressed according to certain environmental variables (zi) in a second stage
analysis. So θi = f (zi, β) + εi, where εi is a normally distributed random variable with an
average of zero and infinite variance.

The initial second stage models used a linear functional form f (zi, β) = ziβ and the
ordinary least squares (OLS) method to estimate the parameters and to create individual
and global statistical inference. Given that measuring efficiency by means of DEA in the
first stage consists of values that are within the interval <0,1] that is, greater than zero and
less than or equal to one, the use of OLS does not allow us to guarantee that any prediction
zi β̂OLS will fall within the unitary interval [21]; the same is true of any marginal effect ∂θi

∂zi
,

which while being constant may fall outside the unitary interval [10].
To solve the aforementioned problem the empirical literature uses second-stage models

that consider the discrete choice model with Tobit censoring instead of the OLS ([15]), so that:

θi =


0, i f θ∗i ≤ 0

θ∗i , i f 0 < θ∗i < 1
1, i f θ∗i ≥ 1

The use of Tobit models in the second stage models assume that the data generating
process censors the measured observed values of the efficiency at 0, when the true value of
the unobserved efficiency θ∗i = ziβ + εi, is less than or equal to zero; this is the same as the
censors at one, when the true value of efficiency is greater or equal to one ([21]).

As [10] indicate, the Tobit model, which has been widely used, comes up against
two serious problems. First, true unobserved efficiency has no values lower than zero
nor greater than one; thus, the observed values estimated by DEA, between zero and
one, are not the consequence of the censoring of the true efficiency, but the minimum
and maximum values that result from a relative measurement associated with an efficient
production frontier, whereby no relative value can surpass the frontier. Second, it is shown
empirically that the measurements of DEA efficiency move away from the origin and
tend to concentrate around one; thus, the mass of probability is concentrated to the right
of the interval <0,1]. This contradicts the Tobit model’s approach which considers that
θ∗i = ziβ + εi in the interval [0,1].

On the other hand, Ref. [5] explain that the papers using both as Tobit and OLS
models do not commence by describing the data generating process that underlie their
models, so there are doubts over what they are actually estimating in these second stage
models. Moreover, they set out that the DEA efficiency estimator is consistent, but that
the asymptotic convergence rate is slow as it increases the sum of the number of inputs
and outputs.

Moreover, Ref. [5] add that for the utilization of the DEA estimator, as a relative
measurement of efficiency, the value of the DEA efficiency score of the DMU does not
only depend on the inputs and outputs of the DMU itself, but on the inputs and outputs
of the other DMUs that are taken into consideration; this sets out the existence of serial
correlation in the dependent variables of the model E(zizh) 6= 0, and additionally the
correlation between the residual of the model and the predetermined variables E(ziεi) 6= 0.
This brings into question the lack of skew and the efficiency of the Tobit and OLS models
in a way that means it is not valid to carry out statistical inference on these models. Both
authors set out to correct this by means of two algorithms that implement a bootstrap, one
includes the correction of the skew together with the treatment of the serial correlation
and the other only the problems related to the problems of serial correlation; in this way
inference can be carried out correctly on the parameters on a truncated model.

In contrast to the issues raised by [5,9] criticize the use of the Tobit model in second
stage models, since they find no theoretical justification for its use as a data generating
process; this is in addition to questioning the fact that the DEA estimations are not censored
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variables. Moreover, Ref. [9] ran simulations to compare OLS with Tobit and found no
significant differences in their predictions.

Refs. [9,21] all advocate the use of OLS in the second stage models; they do not
accept the aforementioned serial correlation as relevant and have found similar predictive
performances in the Tobit and OLS models. However, the said authors recognize that the
use of discrete choice models ([22]) may represent an appropriate alternative, save for the
complexity in the estimation and interpretation of the estimated parameters. These models
have, by means of fractional regression models (FRM), been developed to estimate second
stage models by [10].

One important advantage when using discrete choice models is that they themselves
limit the results at the unitary interval as part of the data generating process, without the
need to define the censoring of the data. To do so, it is only necessary to define that the
conditioned mean of the DEA estimation is related by means of a particular functional
form: logistics, probit, loglog or accumulated loglog. This is: E(βi|zi) = G(βi, zi), where:

G(βi, zi) =


ziβi , linear model

exp(zi βi)
1+exp(zi βi)

, logit model
Φ(ziβi) , probit model

Or alternative versions of these:

G(βi, zi) =

{
exp(−exp(−ziβi)) , loglog model

1− exp(−exp(−ziβi)) , complementary loglog model

Whose graphics are shown in Figure 3.
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Since one of the most important discussions is related to the functional form of the
second-stage equation, fractional models allow proposing a non-linear functional form that
is reasonable as a way of representing the data generating process, so the extent that the
true values of the DEA coefficient are limited by 0 and 1, and they are also concentrated
around 1 rather than zero. Ref. [10] estimate these non-linear specifications, finding that the
evidence for specification supports the non-linear specifications with respect to Tobit and
OLS, especially the cloglog specification. However, there are the problems of skewing and
efficiency associated with the problems of serial correlation with the dependent variables
and the correlation between the residuals and the predetermined variables, as indicated
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by [5]; these make it necessary to carry out a bootstrap with each estimated model, so that
valid inferences may be created.

The literature reviewed questions the use of the Tobit models, due to the data generat-
ing process of the true of efficiency not being censored, this applies to the higher and lower
values that have not been analytically derived. Thus, Refs. [9,21], who are the authors that
recommend estimation by means of OLS, confront both the problems of serial correlation
and the correlation of the residuals and predetermined variables. However, they do not
dispute that the main problem with OLS is that the predictions of the model may leave the
positive unitary radius, and that the measurements of efficiency accumulate around the
unitary values; this is a skew in the distribution of the data.

The nature of the measurement of parametric efficiency and of the DEA estimators
make it clear that an unrestricted OLS model at the positive unitary circle is not conceptually
consistent. Conversely, nor is it possible to establish that the measurements of efficiency and
the DEA estimators reflect a process of data censorship, as the Tobit models set out. This
being so, as [21] points out, fractional regression models (FRM) are considered to represent
a better approach to the data generating process of the non-parametric measurements of
efficiency, and they should be used to estimate second stage models.

3.2. Review of the Two-Stage DEA Power Distribution Literature

When it comes to select the regression model to be used in the second stage, Section 3.1
has shown that there is no consensus in the academic arena regarding what is the best option.
For this reason, it is frequent to find empirical application using each different option.

Table 3 summarizes the empirical literature explaining the distribution companies’
efficiency thorough a two-stage DEA approach. Although we found several papers apply-
ing fractional models to explain efficiency levels in different sectors, such as Ref. [23] in
airports; Ref. [24] in the agricultural sector; Ref. [25] in banks and Ref. [26] in the transport
sector, to name a few; to the best of the authors knowledge, the present paper is the first
one which applies fractional models to explain efficiency levels in the distribution sector.

Table 3. DEA Second Stage Papers on the Distribution Sector.

Study Data Method FS Variables SE Regression Variables

[15]
NDF = 12

C = Colombia
P = 1985–2001

FS: lnput-oriented DEA CRS
& VRS model

SE: OLS pooled; Tobit pooled
and Tobit random-effects

panel regressions

I: Worker in distribution &
commercialization (number),
Transformer & Substations
(number), Network (km);
Regional GDP per capita,

Installed generation capacity
O: Sales (GWh), Customers

(number), Area served (Km2)

DVSE: DEA TE CRS & SE
scores depending on the model.

CVSE: Sales-GWh/Transf;
Sales-GWh/lines; Subscribers
per Km2; Urban Area (Km2);
Industrial/residential sales;
Log PPE; Log (sales/PPE);

Oper-income/net worth; Loss
index; Industry-adjusted loss
index; Regulation; Business

[3]
NDF = 14
C = Peru

P = 1996–2006

FS: lnput-oriented DEA VRS
model

SE: Tobit random-effects
panel regression and
Mann-Whitney Test

I: Worker (number), Net Assets
(000 Soles), Losses (MWh)

O: Sales (MWh), Customers
(number)

DVSE: DEA TE VRS scores
CVSE: Investment per client;
Low-medium voltage sales
ratio; Mountains and Jungle

indexes; Reform; DProp.

[33]
NDF = 12

C = UK
P = 1996/06–2002/03

FS: Cost minimization DEA
VRS model

SE: Tobit pooled regression

I: OPEX; TOTEX; Duration of
interruptions; Losses (GWh)
IP: 1 (for TOTEX & OPEX),

Willingness-to-pay (Duration
of interruptions); Energy price

(Losses)
O: Customers (number);
Network length; Energy

delivered

DVSE: DEA ET & EE scores
depending on model

CVSE: Weather index I
(Minimum temperature, air

frost, ground frost and
concrete temperature);

Weather index II (maximum
temperature, thunder, hail

land gale)
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Data Method FS Variables SE Regression Variables

[30]
NDF = 73
C = USA

P = 1994–2003

FS: lnput-oriented DEA CRS
model

SE: GLS estimation with
fixed effects.

I: OPEX or TCEX depending
on the model

O: Sales (MWh); Customers
(number); Network length

DVSE: DEA CRS scores
CVSE: POST-DIVEST =

dummy for major divestiture
or series of timing dummies
POST1, POST2, POST6 for
successive years after the
particular utility’s major

divestiture, depending on the
model; POST-MAND = if
divesture was mandated;

POST-NON = if divesture was
not mandated;

Residential-total sales ratio

[29]
NDF = 73
C = USA

P = 1994–2003

FS: lnput-oriented DEA CRS
model

SE: GLS with random effects.

I: OPEX or TCEX depending
on the model

O: Sales (MWh); Customers
(number); Network length

DVSE: DEA CRS scores
CVSE: PRE = sets of years

before merger; POST = sets of
years after merger; GROUP

subsets of utilities (buyers vs.
sellers, buyers vs.

non-merging utilities, etc.);
Residential-total sales ratio;

Distribution output generated
by the utility itself (%);

Adjacent dummy (physical
proximity of the merging

units); Twomergers dummy

[31]
NDF = 127

C = Norway
P = 2004–2007

FS: DEA VRS model with
weight restrictions related to

environmental conditions
SE: Tobit regression

I: TOTEX (including the
interruptions’ costs)

O: Cottage customers
(number); Regular customers

(except cottages) (number);
Energy delivered (MWh); High
voltage lines (Km); Network

stations transformers
(number), Interface

Environmental conditions:
forest, snow and coast/wind.

DVSE: DEA TE VRS scores
CVSE: Firm remaining life

span, Size (total cost);
Environmental conditions
(Forest, Coast and Snow

indexes).

[32]
NDF = 21

C = Turkey
P = 2002–2009

FS: lnput-oriented DEA VRS
modelSE: Tobit pooled

regression

I: Worker (number); Network
length (km); Transformer

capacity (MVA); Outage hours
per customer; Loss & theft
ratio. O: Energy delivered

(MWh); Customers (number)

DVSE: DEA TE VRS scores
CVSE: Customer density;
Customer structure (%);

Restructuring; ownership; Loss
& theft ratio

[27]
NDF = 61
C = Brazil

P = 2003–2009

FS: lnput-oriented
DEA-NDRS model

SE: Simar and Wilson (2007)
bootstrapped truncated

regression

I: OPEX ($)
O: Energy Delivered (MWh);

Customers (number); Network
length (Km)

DVSE: DEA TE NDRS scores
CVSE: MS = Mean Salary; PI =

natural logarithm of
precipitation index; CI =
Complexity index; CA =

natural logarithm of consumer
per area
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Data Method FS Variables SE Regression Variables

[34]
NDF = 13
C = India

P = 2005–2012

FS: Conventional & Boostrap
DEA model

SE: FGLS and Pooled OLS
regression

I: Model 1: Worker (number);
Transformer capacity (MVA),

Network (km)Model 2: Worker
(number); Total Assests ($)

O: Electricity delivered (GWh);
Customers (number)

DVSE: Conventional &
bias-correctedbootstrap

efficiency estimates of DEA
depending on model

CVSE: Tariff ratio; consumer
structure (%); Log of

Population density (person per
Km2); Ownership dummy;
Log of Subsidy; Population

density x ownership

[28]
NDF = 61
C = Brazil
P = 2015

FS: lnput-oriented
DEA-NDRS model with

weight restrictions.
SE: OLS and Tobit regresions

I: Mean operational cost
O: Underground network;
Overhead network; High

voltage network; Consumers
(number); Weighted energy

market; Non-technical losses;
Consumer-hour interrupted
energy.(Mean values were

calculated using 2011 to 2013)

DVSE: DEA TE CRS & VRS
scores depending on the model
CVSE: Density of consumers;
Network density; Complexity

index; Precipitation index;
Lightning rate; Low vegetation

index; Medium vegetation
index; High vegetation index;

Mean declivity index;
Proportion of paved roads;

Concession area (km2);
Average duration of

interruptions; Frequency of
interruptions; e-factor

[35]

NDF = 14
C = Australia

P for FS =
2009–2017P for SE =

2017

FS: lnput-oriented VRS DEA
model.

SE: Simar and Wilson’s(2007)
double bootstrap truncated

regression

I: Operating Expenditure;
Network capacity; Network

length (km)
O: Electricity delivered (GWh)

DVSE: DEA TE scores
CVSE: Reliability; Average age
of poles; Customers (number)

Present
Study

NDF = 14
C = Peru

P = 1996–2014

FS: lnput-oriented DEA VRS
model

SE: all model proposed in
the literature,

including fractional models

I: Worker (number), Net Assets
(000 Soles), Losses (MWh)

O: Sales (MWh), Customers
(number)

DVSE: DEA TE scores
CVSE: Investment per client;
Low-medium voltage sales
ratio; Mountains and Jungle

indexes; Reform; DProp

Note: I = Inputs; IP = Input prices; O = Outputs; FE = First stage; SE = Second stage; DVSE = Dependent variable second stage;
CVSE = Contextual variable second stage; NDF = Number of distribution firms; C = Country; P = Period; PPE = Plant, property, and
equipment; OPEX = Operating expenditure; TOTEX = Total expenditure; TE = Technical efficiency, EE: Economic efficiency; RE = Random
effects; TCEX = Total controllable expenditure; EDP = Equivalent Duration of Power Interruption; EFP = Equivalent Frequency of Power
Interruption; OLS = Ordinary Least Square; GLS = Generalized least squares; FGLS = Feasible generalised least squares; CRS = Constant
Return to Scale, VRS = Variable Return to Scale, NDRS = No Decreasing Return to Scale.

As far as relates to the distribution by continent, Table 3 shows that most studies, seven
out of twelve, has to do with a firm located in America: five in South America (Brazil: [27,28];
Colombia: [15]; Peru: [3]; present study) and only two in North America (USA: [29,30]).
Moreover, three studies have to do with firms located in Europa (Norway: [31]; Turkey: [32];
United Kingdom: [33]); one is related to firms located in Asia (India: [34]) another related
to firms placed in Oceania (Australia: [35]) and none related to firms located in Africa.

When it comes to the variables included in the first stage, almost all, ten out of twelve
studies have used physical variables to measure the outputs. Moreover, all of them have
used more than one output being the only exception [35]. The most popular option, five
out of twelve, was to use three outputs [15,27,29,30,33] whereas four out of twelve used
two outputs ([3,32,34]; present study) and two used more than three ([28,31]).

Table 3 shows that almost all studies use the output variables number of customer
(10 out 12) in combination with energy sales ([3,15,29,30] and present study) or electricity
delivered [27,31–34] with the only exception of [28]. With regards to the inputs variables
included in the first stage, there are more variability and it is frequent to find not only
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physical but also monetary variables. It should be noted that the five studies that used
only one input variable [27–31] chose a monetary variable which, usually, was total or
operational expenditure. The most popular input physical variable was number of worker
([3,15,32,34] present study) which usually was combined with variables which represent
stock of capital, such as transformer capacity [15,32,34], network length [15,32,34,35] or
total assets ([3,34]; present study).

Finally, some papers have also included bad output such as Losses ([3,32,33]; present
study) and duration of interruptions [32,33], both variables are associated with the quality
in distribution networks. Therefore, we can conclude that the empirical literature mea-
suring the efficiency level of the distribution firms differs slightly about the inputs and
outputs employed in the first stage and our selection of variables to estimate technical
efficiency in the first stage is quite standard.

Similarly, there are little differences in the DEA model selected in the first stage being
the most noticeable the use of weight restrictions ([28,31]). Moreover, all studies reviewed
chose an input orientation and calculate technical efficiency scores, usually under CRS,
VRS assumptions, with the only exception of [33] where economic efficiency scores were
also calculated.

However, when it comes to the second stage model selected, more variety could be
found. The regression models chosen are linear models ([15,28,34]; present paper), fixed
effect panel data ([29,30]; present paper), random effect panel data ([29,30,34]; present
paper), tobit pooled [15,32,33] tobit with random effect ([3,15]; present paper); Simar and
Wilson’s (2007) bootstrap truncated regression ([27]; present paper); Simar and Wilson’s
(2007) double bootstrap truncated regression [35] and Fractional models (present paper).
Therefore, from the methodology point of view, this paper contributes to the literature
because it is the first one to use fractional models in the second stage.

Finally, the relationship between reforms in the electricity industry and efficiency is
clear as pointed out by [2,11] and could be seen in some of the studies reviewed which are
related to the distribution of electricity and the regulatory processes such as, for example,
Refs. [27,28] in the case of Brazil and [3] and the present paper in the case of Peru, to name
but two.

4. Two-Stage Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA): Results
4.1. Two-Stage Drivers

The estimated models that are subsequently presented take as their dependent variable
the measurement of technical efficiency obtained via DEA (VRS) for Peruvian electricity
distribution companies from 1996 to 2014. A series of variables that might explain the
efficiency are considered as predetermined variables.

The first of those represents the business structure. To do so, we selected a variable
that measures the proportion of low voltage sales with respect to those of medium voltage
(LV/MV) for each company. This variable reveals the importance of the residential or
industrial activity for the area that the distributor’s concession is responsible for. The
preponderance of low voltage grids indicates that the business is residential in scale, and
these grids have a lower unitary cost. In this sense, it can be expected that the relationship
between this variable and efficiency is direct.

The second represents the investment in capital stock per customer (K/N), that in
some way represents the density of the company’s grid, since the greater the capital stock
per customer, then the less dense the grid is. This is due to the fact that a lower investment
per customer is required in higher density urban areas as opposed to rural area where
greater investment per customer is needed. Therefore, an inverse relationship between this
variable and efficiency would be expected.

The third variable, the discrete variable named jungle, has to do with the fact that
some distribution companies are placed in the Amazon jungle which it involves high
costs of maintenance and operation due to the distances and the inaccessibility of the
jungle. This requires transport using rivers and that the distribution company also owns
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the generating activity too (it should be noted that the data used here only corresponds to
the electricity distribution units). This is typical in the distribution grids that are isolated
from the interconnected national grid. If the company is located in the jungle, then the
dummy variable takes the value one otherwise the dummy variable take the value zero.

The fourth variable is the mountain ranges, which has the value of one when the
company is principally located in Andes. This reflects the difficulties with terrestrial
transport rather than the geographical distances travelled in order to carry out maintenance
and operations.

By means of the two discrete geographical variables, jungle and mountain, we have
tried to represent, among others, such characteristics as the topography, altitude, rainfall
and temperatures. Since there are principally rural areas, in both the jungle and the
mountains, the grid density is low; this is especially so in the mountains, as the rural areas
in the jungle are disconnected (by September 2015 there was 76% provision in the rural
areas, whereas in 2010 the figure was 50%). The mountains rather than the geographical
distances reflect the difficulties for land-based transport with regard to maintenance and
operation. Both variables take a value of one when the company is located principally in
the Andes or the Amazon Basin. It would be expected that these variables are inversely
related to efficiency, since the geographical difficulties impose greater unit costs.

Finally, a qualitative variable to evaluate the reform of the industry was considered.
When the reform process began the intention was to privatize all the firms but due to
resistance from citizens in some places, certain distribution companies have remained
state owned: Seal, Electro Puno, Electro Sur, Electro Sur Este, Electro Ucayali and Electro
Oriente. Moreover, some companies were renationalized due to the concessionaires’ non
compliance with the investment commitments: Hidrandina, Electro Norte, Electro Centro
and Electro Noroeste. The reformed businesses, those that were privatized, take a value of
one and those that were never privatized take a value of zero (the property variable was
also tested; however, like the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test, it did not show a good
result when compared to the reform variable.).

With regard to this research, a reformed company is one which at some time during
the period of analysis was managed by a private company. For example, Electro Norte,
Electro Centro, Electro Noroeste and Hidrandina are considered to be reformed as they
were privatized for nearly two and a half years despite later returning to state ownership;
during this period important changes in management were made.

Our main hypothesis is that the relationship between the reform variable and efficiency
is positive, since the process of reforms allowed for significant improvements in the
management of the former state companies. Previously, due to the political nature of
managerial appointments within the Peruvian framework, these companies did not have
the goal of profit maximization.

The descriptive statistics of the variables employed in the model analysed are sum-
marized in Table 4. Huge variability can be seen within the data, and this means that an
econometric estimation would be appropriate.

Table 4. Second Stage Models of Variable Descriptive Statistics. 1996–2014.

Variable TE (VRS) LV/MV K/N Jungle Mountain Property Reform

Average 0.932 2.035 1.482 0.143 0.286 0.327 0.523
Minimum 0.557 0.584 0.726 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Maximum 1.000 6.175 4.573 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Standard
Deviation 0.105 1.224 0.578 0.351 0.453 0.470 0.500

Table 5 presents the simple correlations between the variables used, in particular the
correlations between input variables and explanatory variables of efficiency; the latter are
shaded in the Table 5. The vast majority of these values fall within the values that Banker
and Natarajan (2008) do not take into account the validity of the parameters obtained by
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the second stage models ([9]; p. 56) using Montecarlo simulations, considering that the
simple correlation values between −0.2 and +0.4 have no adverse impact on the estimated
parameters of the second stage models that use OLS). However, the variable reform shows
correlations that fall outside the suggested interval. For this reason it has been considered
necessary to implement estimations of the parameters using a bootstrap in all models, with
the objective of improving the estimators’ efficiency and consistency.

4.2. Alternative Models and Results

In addition to the aforementioned correlation problem, there is the persistent concep-
tual problem associated with the unitary interval and the concentration of data around the
value of one. Thus, the recommendation of [21] with regard to the use of the FRM models
developed by [22] was followed, in order to estimate the second stage models; this is in
accordance with [10].

Table 6 contains the results of the FRM models’ estimation, which we understand
should be used in the second stage analysis; there are four specifications: logit, probit,
loglog and cloglog, and we used the code (http://evunix.uevora.pt/~jsr/#Code accessed
on 15 July 2015) developed by [10]. It has been observed that in all the models the variable
reform shows a direct relationship with efficiency and with a high individual relevance;
this validates the hypothesis of the reform’s positive effect upon the technical efficiency
of the electricity distribution companies. Nevertheless, estimations of the four principal
alternative models used in the literature with respect to second stages were also carried
out, see Table 7. The objective was to evaluate the robustness of the previous results [3].

Thus, Table 7 shows the estimations made using OLS (pool data), the fixed and
random effects (panel data) of the logarithmic model using a bootstrap in order to improve
efficiency and infer adequately with regard to the model in its second stage, as suggested
by [9]. Moreover, the Tobit model (xttobit en Stata) is shown and the truncated model with
bootstrap by the #2 algorithm as developed by [5] based on the code implemented using
Stata by [36].

As can be seen in Tables 6 and 7 the sales ratio of low voltage versus the sales of
medium voltage shows the expected positive sign in every model, and is statistically
significant in all the FRM models; however, this is the case in only two of the alternatives.
Ref. [3] also obtained the expected positive sign but the estimated parameter was not
significant. However, a global significance test of this and other parameters, which were
not significant individually, was accepted. The latter being evidence of multicollinearity
problems, therefore [3] concluded that this variable must not be omitted.

The parameter estimated shows a direct correlation between the sales ratio of low
voltage versus the sales of medium voltage and technical efficiency. Therefore, the estimated
coefficient shows that the firms with a high share of residential customers are more efficient
than firms with a high share of industrial and commercial customers. This result is expected
and is related to the reduction in the fixed costs associated with the number of customers. It
should be noted that in the case of Peru, large industrial and mining companies are supplied
with electricity directly from generators and pay transmission and distribution tolls. Small
and medium-sized companies are supplied by electricity distribution companies and mostly
use medium-voltage distribution networks, while low-voltage networks meet residential
demand and very small companies (especially services).

http://evunix.uevora.pt/~jsr/#Code
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Table 5. Matrix of Simple Correlations of Variables Used in the Model. 1996–2014.

Variables
Y1 Y2 X1 X2 X3 Θ Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6

Users Sales Employees Loss Capital
(K) Vrs LV/MV (K/N) Mountain Jungle Reform T

y1 users 1

y2 sales 0.9040 1

x1 employees 0.8748 0.8318 1

x2 loss 0.9202 0.9534 0.879 1

x3 capital (K) 0.9565 0.9376 0.8581 0.925 1

θ vrs 0.3213 0.2699 0.1725 0.228 0.2178 1
z1 LV/MV 0.0146 −0.169 0.0412 −0.17 −0.0269 0.1577 1
z2 (K/N) −0.091 0.0459 −0.0556 0.032 0.1104 −0.5402 −0.0662 1
z3 mountain −0.085 −0.25 −0.1391 −0.252 −0.1476 0.1496 0.6736 −0.1772 1
z4 jungle −0.297 −0.2 −0.2862 −0.223 −0.2157 −0.5118 −0.1333 0.5344 −0.2582 1
z5 reform 0.4801 0.4266 0.4249 0.415 0.4337 0.347 −0.2449 −0.1935 −0.3951 −0.4271 1
z6 t 0.2686 0.2007 0.0289 0.079 0.1742 0.227 −0.145 −0.367 0 0 0.1443 1
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Table 6. Second–Stage: Fractional Models.

Variable
Logit Probit LogLog Cloglog

Coefficient APE Coefficient APE Coefficient APE Coefficient APE

Constant
1.99 1.28 2.01 0.946

(4.346) (5.449) (4.437) (5.679)

LV/MV
0.395 0.023 0.202 0.023 0.35 0.022 0.149 0.023

(3.204) (3.006) (3.527) (3.293) (3.106) (2.864) (3.988) (3.802)

K/N
−0.502 −0.029 −0.31 −0.036 −0.419 −0.026 −0.293 −0.045

(−2.922) (−2.915) (−3.52) (−3.486) (−2.626) (−2.583) (−4.275) (−4.188)

Mountain
0.224 0.013 0.066 0.008 0.26 0.016 0.014 0.002

(0.875) (0.876) (0.491) (0.492) (0.987) (0.996) (0.148) (0.148)

Jungle −0.322 −0.019 −0.167 −0.019 −0.298 −0.019 −0.134 −0.021
(−1.016) (−1.012) (−1.028) (−1.027) (−0.982) (−0.976) (−1.120) (−1.12)

Trend
0.031 0.002 0.013 0.002 0.029 0.002 0.008 0.001

(1.484) (1.449) (1.243) (1.224) (1.475) (1.435) (1.094) (1.089)

Reform
1.14 0.067 0.556 0.065 1.1 0.069 0.4 0.062

(4.239) (4.324) (4.38) (4.452) (4.043) (4.170) (4.577) (4.687)

Log-likelihood −44.884 −44.617 −45.026 −44.329
R2 0.366 0.379 0.358 0.394

Bootstrap
replications 1000 1000 1000 1000

Note: Only in the OLS, FE and RE models is the dependent variable the natural logarithm of the DEA measurement, in accordance with to
Banker and Natarajan (2008). In the other estimated models the dependent variable is the level of the DEA variable. K/N: Investment per
customer, LV/MV: Proportion of low voltage versus medium voltage sales, Jungle: Variable dummy that takes the value 1 if the distribution
company is located in the jungle and 0 if not, Mountain: Variable dummy that takes the value of 1 if the distribution company is located in
the mountains and 0 if not, Reform: Variable dummy that takes the value of 1 if the distribution company was privatized between 1996 and
2014. The values that appear in brackets under each estimated parameter correspond to the statistic “z”.

Table 7. Second-Stage: Alternatives to Fractional Models.

Variable

OLS Fixed Effect Random Effect Tobit Simar-Wilson

Bootstrap Bootstrap Bootstrap
Algorithms #2

Coefficient Marginal Effects Coefficient

Constant
−0.039 −0.12 −0.105 0.903 0.682

(−1.171) (−1.543) (−1.214) (26.885) (17.942)

LV/MV
0.016 0.029 0.026 0.023 0.013 0.025

(2.445) (1.178) (1.111) (2.66) (2.604) (3.688)

K/N
−0.076 −0.066 −0.067 −0.052 −0.03 −0.101

(−4.422) (−3.118) (−3.858) (−5.381) (−4.948) (−7.276)

Mountain
0.005 − 0.015 0.01 0.006 −0.038

(0.275) (0.217) (0.252) (0.252) (−1.634)

Jungle −0.077 − −0.047 −0.042 −0.024 0.004
(−2.547) (−0.526) (−0.9) (−0.908) (0.145)

Trend
0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.013

(1.932) (1.092) (1.072) (2.219) (2.184) (9.312)

Reform
0.052 0.109 0.099 0.084 0.048 0.109

(3.457) (1.618) (1.584) (4.465) (4.225) (5.123)

Log-likelihood 247.941 321.310 − 343.670 276.165
ρ 0.423* 0.48 0.518 0.423
χ2 247.941 13.976 20.512 108.715 405.517

Bootstrap
replications 1000 1000 1000 100/1000

Note: K/N: Capital per customer, LV/MV: Proportion of low voltage versus medium voltage sales, Jungle: Variable dummy that takes
the value 1 if the distribution company is located in the jungle and 0 if not, Mountain: Variable dummy that takes the value of 1 if the
distribution company is located in the mountains and 0 if not, Reform: Variable dummy that takes the value of 1 if the distribution company
was privatized between 1996 and 2014. The values that appear in brackets under each estimated parameter correspond to the statistic “z”.
* The OLS estimation is shown as R2.
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The capital stock per customer also shows the expected negative sign and is statistically
significant in all the estimated models; see Tables 6 and 7. That is to say, the greater the stock
capital per customer resources then the lower the efficiency. This is explained by the higher
investment per customer in rural areas or in urban districts with a low voltage network
where economies of density are not possible. As stated in [3]: “This occurs especially in
networks outside Lima, where there is electricity coverage to just over 50% of the families”.

The sign of the jungle variable is as expected, although it is only statistically significant
with the OLS model, with exception in Simar-Wilson estimates whose sign is positive
but statistically insignificant. However, the mountain variable shows the opposite of the
expected sign, but is in no way statistically significant, and as such its coefficient cannot
be rejected as being zero, with the exception of the Simar-Wilson estimation, where the
sign is the expected one but it is not statistically significant al 95%. Therefore, and similarly
to [3], our results indicate that the firms located in the jungle and mountains have not
lower efficiencies than the others despite of the deployment problems in the Andean
mountains and in the Amazon rainforest and, accordingly we have to conclude that
these variables have no explanatory relevance in the efficiency of the Peruvian electricity
distribution companies. However, due to the small number of companies that are in these
circumstances, the results should be taken with caution and deserves further investigation.

Moreover, the sign of the trend variable in all the models is positive, which indicates
that the measurement of technical efficiency grows with time. However, this variable
is individually relevant in only three of the estimated models, and in the others is not
elevated; see Table 7.

Tables 6 and 7 show that with regard to the “reform” variable the estimated parameters
have a positive sign for all the considered specifications, and in almost all the estimated
models it is considered as a relevant variable. This shows that the distribution companies
demonstrated greater technical efficiency after having been reformed, which is evidence of a
positive correlation between reforms and the efficiency in Peruvian electricity distribution
companies.

To summarize, after reviewing the two-stage Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
literature in Section 3.1, we decided to estimate a total of nine models: four Fractional
Regression Models (logit, probit, loglog y cloglog) and five alternatives (OLS, fixed and ran-
dom effects of the logarithmic model using a bootstrap suggested by [9], Tobit model
with a bootstrap and a truncated model with a bootstrap developed by [5]) and, as
Tables 6 and 7 have shown, all of them allow us to confirm that the incentives gener-
ated by the reform process led to the firms becoming more efficient. Moreover, when
comparing our results with those in [3], with the exception of the Mountain variable,
which has not been significant in any of the estimated models, the other variables main-
tained the same sign that was obtained by them. A lack of relevance is maintained for the
Jungle and Mountain variables, but their ratio for sales of low and medium voltage and
capital per customer improves slightly. The reform variable maintains the sign and the
individual relevance.

This favourable empirical evidence for the reforms is not an evaluation of the positive
aspects of the property regime itself or of some chance relationship, in the same sense as [2].
This is related to the differentiated characteristics in the institutional environment that
private and public firms operate in Peru. Due to the framework of corporative government,
private firms have the obligation to report their management activities to their minority
shareholders, as suggested by [37] for Ukraine electricty distribution firms; Nonetheless,
they do not face investment restrictions in contracting, consultancy or acquisition of
services. However, the state distribution companies have to tolerate more and more
administrative restrictions for investment objectives, complicated processes for acquiring
inputs, subsequent audit processes from governmental offices and objectives related to
profit maximization.
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5. Conclusions

Two-Stage Data Envelopment Analysis DEA has been frequently used to identify
the efficiency drivers in this sector. When it comes to analyse whether the sector reforms
and/or the regulation changes have an influence on electricity market efficiency using
DEA, a two stages process is needed, and as our review has shown it is key to analyse how
the second stage is performed to get accurate estimates.

Recently, it has been argued that the use of Tobit regression (censored regression) is
inappropriate for second stage DEA, and it has been suggested that other options which
outperform the latter should be used. In this context, this paper has revisiting [3] by adding
those other alternative models to check whether their conclusions could be upheld.

The present article covers a very important field in empirical literature related to effi-
ciency issues. Its contributions are the following. First, this paper sheds light on the choice
of a regression model for the second stage by presenting, discussing, and summarizing
the arguments proposed by the different authors regarding all options available in the
literature. Second, a survey of the empirical literature using a second stage DEA in the
distribution sector has been performed which allows us to state that the present paper
is the first to apply the different fractional models and also, it could be useful to other
authors by present systematically the characteristics of the previous studies. Third, the
estimation of all the second stage models identified in the empirical literature let us answer
to the research question, i.e., the identification of the efficiency drivers in the Peruvian
distribution sector after the reforms whatever of the model chosen in the second stage.

After reviewing the extensive two-stage Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) literature,
and following [21], we prefer the use of FRM models. However, we also carried out
estimations of the principal alternative models using the second stage literature, with the
goal of evaluating the robustness of the results.

The results of the nine alternative second stage models considered show that the
results of [3] could be upheld and that the efficiencies of the analysed companies are directly
related to the reforms of the sector that were initiated in the 1990s; also, they demonstrate
that the proportion of low voltage versus medium voltage sales is inversely related to the
investment per customer. The variables associated with the geographical difficulties do not
appear to be relevant when explaining the inefficiencies in the distribution companies.

To conclude this research paper, the objective of the contrast between the reformed
companies, and those that are not, is the empirical validation of the different environmental
influences of the public and private institutionalism upon the efficiency of productivity
in Peru. It is also the case that the aforementioned state institutionalism does not permit
autonomy in the management of enterprises run on behalf of the Peruvian state. Therefore,
policy measures should aim to correct this anomaly.

A limitation of this study should be considered. It would be interesting to check
whether our results might be affected by using a higher number and/or different potential
efficiency drivers not available in our data set. Among them could be measures of quality
of the distribution networks such as, for example, interruptions (duration, frequency, etc.)
or weather factors, such as, temperature variables and other whether conditions (rainfall,
thunder, etc.). Therefore, future research should be focus on including these efficiency
drivers. Moreover, another future extension of this work is to consider the use of the DEAS
approach, as suggested by [38], to make inference of the estimated DEA score and their
implications in the second stage models.

Last but not least, knowledge and accurate estimates of the distribution firms’ effi-
ciency drivers are more and more crucial due to the potential utility of these measurements
as support tools to regulators and governments, specially taking into account that the
efficiency of the energy sector is becoming an important issue among growing concerns
about global warming.
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